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galaxies



Classification of stars, quasars, and galaxies

• In this talk I want to bring focus on:

• How to access the data
• How to understand the data
• Giving you enough information for your science (such as performance metrics and the

main constraints)

• If you are interested in knowing more details about this project, I suggest that you

watch this presentation from December 5th 2020: https://youtu.be/endc2yVKpnU

(use the updated metrics from today’s talk, though!)
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Explaining the classification in one slide

• Our classification is based on supervised learning (machine learning): we use

spectroscopic data from SDSS to train the model

• We trained two models with the Random Forest algorithm [Breiman 2001]: RF18 and
RF16 1

• RF18: 12 S-PLUS ISO magnitudes (AB) + 2 WISE magnitudes (Vega) + 4

morphological features (FWHM n, A, B, KRON RADIUS)
• RF16: 12 S-PLUS ISO magnitudes (AB) + 4 morphological features (FWHM n, A, B,

KRON RADIUS)

• In Nakazono et al. 2021 (submitted) we show that:

• The 7 S-PLUS narrow bands improve the classification performance at 90% confidence
• Our classifier is robust against S-PLUS missing-band values → code runs very fast!

1Note: we use a slight different notation in our paper (RF 12S+2W+4M and RF 12S+4M⊕, respectively).
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How to access the data



Accessing the classification table via splus.cloud
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SQGClass: another way to access the classification via Python

• To install:

pip install --upgrade splusdata==3.71

• In Python 3+:

import pandas as pd

from splusdata.vacs import SQGClass

data = pd.read_table(filename)

clf = SQGClass(model = "RF18")

results = clf.classify(data)
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Documentation

We are still working on the SQGClass documentation and soon it will be included in splus.cloud.

Until then, please contact me if you have any questions (lilianne.nakazono@usp.br).

What you need to know:

• SQGClass receives two parameters:

• model: ”RF18”, ”RF16” or ”both”. Option ”both” will return classification from RF18 if

object has WISE counterpart, otherwise it will return classification from RF16. Option

”RF18” can return a dataframe with less rows than the input. Row index are maintained

from input to output, using pd.concat([input,output], axis=1) will cross-match both

tables.
• verbose: True or False. Prints status of the process. (default: False)
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Documentation

• Method classify() receives 5 parameters:

• data: pandas dataframe that must contain the following columns with these exact names

[FWHM n, A, B, KRON RADIUS, u iso, J0378 iso, J0395 iso, J0410 iso, F0430 iso,

g iso, J0515 iso, r iso, J0660 iso, i iso, J0861 iso, z iso]. Optional columns are: [w1mpro,

w2mpro, w1snr, w2snr, w1sigmpro, w2sigmpro]
• return prob: True or False. Returns the probability of the source being a quasar, a star,

and a galaxy (default: True)
• match irsa: True or False. If True, the WISE columns are retrieved from a query via IRSA

TAP. It is set to False if model == ”RF16” (default: False)
• columns wise: dictionary that sets the column names for the WISE features. (default:

[”w1mpro”: ”w1mpro”, ”w2mpro”: ”w2mpro”, ”w1snr”: ”w1snr”, ”w2snr”:”w2snr”,

”w1sigmpro”:”w1sigmpro”, ”w2sigmpro”:”w2sigmpro”]
• verbose: True or False. Prints status of the process. (default: False)
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Documentation

• Attention: the implemented WISE query is only optimized for the case for which the

input data are limited for a single S-PLUS field! If your input data are spread in RA

and DEC, consider splitting it in multiple dataframes by field. Then run .classify(data,

match irsa==True) in a for loop for each of the dataframes.

• BE CAREFUL: If you want to provide the WISE columns, the magnitudes must be in

Vega system. Note that no Python warning is raised if the WISE magnitudes are in

other system. Not following this can lead to wrong results.

• BE CAREFUL: SQGClass assumes that you have already corrected your data from

interstellar extinction! Note that no Python warning is raised if the data were not

corrected from extinction beforehand. Not following this can lead to wrong results.
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Understanding the output



Output example - SQGClass(model=”both”)

HYDRA-0014

• CLASS: indicates the class of the source

0 = QSO

1 = STAR

2 = GALAXY

• model flag: indicates by which model

the classification was obtained

0 = RF18

1 = RF16

• PROB QSO, PROB STAR or

PROB GAL ∈ [0,1]

Note: this must return the exact same

output from splus.cloud
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Output example

HYDRA-0014 (model==”RF16”) HYDRA-0014 (model==”RF18”)
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Useful information for your science



Metrics

Figure 1: Cumulative contamination and miss rates per magnitude in r. Model RF18 is shown in solid lines and model

RF16 is shown in dashed lines. They are calculated on the set of objects with and without WISE counterpart shown in

gray and blue histograms, respectively. (Figure 11 from Nakazono et al. 2021, submitted)
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Metrics

Figure 2: Precision (1 - contamination rate) and recall (1 -

miss rate) relative to the chosen probability threshold for

model RF18. (Figure 13 from Nakazono et al. 2021,

submitted)

Figure 3: Precision (1 - contamination rate) and recall (1 -

miss rate) relative to the chosen probability threshold for

model RF16. (Figure 13 from Nakazono et al. 2021,

submitted) 12



Final considerations

• model == ”both” (or query from splus.cloud) is best recommended

• Figure 1, 2 and 3 are your best friends for deciding magnitude and/or probability

thresholds!

• We expect more confusion of quasars/galaxies with stars in the Galactic Plane region

(20h < RA < 21h) - see Figure 18 from Nakazono et al. 2021, submitted

• Consider using the same criteria that we used for training the classifiers:

• PhotoFlag r == 0
• 13 < r iso 6 22 (we recommend stopping at 21 magnitudes for objects without WISE

counterpart)
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Machine learning photometric

redshifts for galaxies



Introduction to the Photo-Z VACs

• The ML PDFs are generated from a combination of 20 Gaussian functions.

• dr* vacs.photoz:

• zml: Best single-point estimate, corresponding to the peak of the PDF;
• zml err: Width of the Gaussian with highest contribution to the PDF.

• dr* vacs.photoz pdfs:

• PDF Means: The mean of each component;
• PDF STDs: The standard deviation of each component;
• PDF Weights: The weight of each component.
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How to download the catalogues

• Using the website:
• Go to Tools > Catalog Tool > Query for the photo-zs with a query similar to this:

SELECT pz.ID, pz.RA, pz.DEC, pz.zml, pz.zml_err

FROM dr*_vacs.photoz as pz

(...)

• Using the splusdata package:

My_Query = f"""SELECT pz.ID, pz.RA, pz.DEC, pz.zml, pz.zml_err

FROM dr*_vacs.photoz as pz

(...)"""

Result = conn.query(My_Query)

Result.write('Query_Result.fits') # To save the resulting table
15



How to download the catalogues

• Using the website:
• Go to Tools > Catalog Tool > Query for the PDFs with a query similar to this:

SELECT pz_p.ID, pz_p.PDF_Weights, pz_p.PDF_Means, pz_p.PDF_STDs

FROM dr*_vacs.photoz_pdfs as pz_p

(...)

• Using the splusdata package:

My_Query = f"""SELECT pz_p.ID, pz_p.PDF_Weights, pz_p.PDF_Means,

pz_p.PDF_STDs↪→

FROM dr*_vacs.photoz_pdfs as pz_p

(...)"""

(...)
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How to download the catalogues
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How to obtain PDFs

• Use the Calculate PDFs function in the splusdata package:

import pandas as pd

import splusdata

PDF_Data = pd.read_csv('PDF_File.csv')

x, PDF_List = splusdata.vacs.Calculate_PDFs(PDF_Data)

or

PDF_Data = pd.read_csv('PDF_File.csv')

new_x = np.linspace(0, 0.5, 100)

x, PDF_List = splusdata.vacs.Calculate_PDFs(PDF_Data, new_x)
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How to obtain PDFs

Default settings:
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Performance of the DR2 and iDR3 models - Single point estimates
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Performance of the DR2 and iDR3 models - Probability Distribution Functions
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Caveats

• The result of ML techniques are most reliable inside the parameter range of the
training sample,
• ML is not good at extrapolating.

• The most reliable photo-zs are for objects with:
• r aper 6 between 14 and 21;
• PhotoFlagDet 0 or 2;
• Galaxies only (CLASS = 2);
• photo-z . 0.7. Above this value you should check the Odds;
• s2n Det aper 6 > 3.

• The new iDR3 Photo-Z VACs are not available yet. You will be notified when it is

ready.

• Contact: erik.vini@usp.br;

• Cite as: Vinicius-Lima et al. (submitted).
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Stellar masks



Stellar Masks

• The presence of bright stars can affect images/catalogs in a number of ways:

• Saturation;
• Increased background and noise;
• Spikes, ghosts and artifacts;
• Lost area, etc.

Figure 4: Inner blue circle: minimum mask suggested,

Outer blue circle: suggested mask for high-accuracy

studies, Red circle: PhotoFlag=0 objects start to appear.
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Stellar Masks

Figure 5: Number density variation in different annuli

around bright stars.

• Map of stars using Guide Star

Catalogue.

• Annuli around stars to see at which

radius the density reaches the average

tile density.

GSC magnitude Minimum radius Suggested radius

(Bmag) (arcsec) (arcsec)

4.0 < mag? 6 5.0 700 1500

5.0 < mag? 6 6.0 370 1000

6.0 < mag? 6 7.0 210 800

7.0 < mag? 6 8.0 160 700

8.0 < mag? 6 9.0 90 450

9.0 < mag? 6 10.0 50 250

10.0 < mag? 6 11.0 40 200 24



Stellar Masks
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How to download the masks

• Flag 0 = Object is not affected by any star;

• Flag 1 = Object may be affected by diffraction spikes or higher background level;

• Flag 2 = Object is inside the main body of the star.

SELECT mask.ID, mask.RA, mask.DEC, mask.BrightstarFlag

FROM dr*_vacs.masks as mask

(...)
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Information

• Classification of stars, quasars, and galaxies:

• Cite as Nakazono et al. 2021 (submitted)
• Contact lilianne.nakazono@usp.br

• Machine learning photometric redshifts for galaxies:

• Cite as Vinicius-Lima et al. (submitted)
• Contact erik.vini@usp.br

• Stellar masks:

• Cite as Buzzo et al. in preparation
• Contact maria.buzzo@usp.br
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